
Change in bookings  procedure

1) All North Sea Sailings
departing from GB to NL

as from 14 December 2021

2) All North Sea Sailings
departing from NL to GB

As from 01-01-2022 



As from the 14th of December, Stena Line will start to use the Temporary Storage Model (not GVMS) for both driver 
accompanied and unaccompanied units shipped from the GB Ports to NL on the North Sea

You will need to add the following information in the Export ID field before arrival at check in

Loaded units

• 1 DUCR or 1 MUCR should be added to the Export ID field

• Single Load

✓ A DUCR (Declaration Unique Consignment Reference) = Reference to Export declaration

• Multi load/groupage

✓ A MUCR = Master UCR (covering all DUCRs of the consignments) 

Empty unit and Return Packaging

• Driver accompanied (3 options) 
✓ Insert DUCR
✓ Declare NO EXS (only if no transport contract applies)
✓ Leave blank; Stena Line will do the EXS

• Unaccompanied
✓ Leave blank; Stena Line will do the EXS
✓ Insert DUCR



Summary required booking data as from 14th December  

** UCR (MUCR or DUCR) also applies to T2 transits (f.e. ex Ireland)



GB-NL: (M)UCR or (D)UCR in Export ID field



GB-NL: We use the data from the ENS GB-NL page to determine ‘empty’ or 
‘return packaging



Frequently asked questions I

Are we able to provide the ENS through an interface based on a CSV file?

✓ No, you won’t be able to do that. You can process the information in the Stena Line Freight portal or via eConnect (EDI).

Where and when do I complete the EXS?

✓ The EXS is completed by Stena Line for Empty and Return Empty Packaging movements from the UK to the Netherlands, unless 
the customer adds a DUCR of the EXS he has arranged himself in the booking system for driver unaccompanied and accompanied 
empty/return packaging eastbound shipments or if the customer confirms in the booking system that it is not required for 
empty/returned packaging driver accompanied exports that are not subject to a transport contract (using code ‘NOEXS’). 

✓ When the ENS for GB-NL is confirmed a notification will be sent to Destin8 with the EXS request. This should be done by the 
haulier two hours prior to the vessel departure. 

What does a standard/not arrived EXS mean? Why is a standard EXS required?

✓ A standard EXS requires a ‘Gate In’ for Destin8  from the terminal to get an arrived status.

✓ An arrived EXS already has the status ‘arrived’ by default and is used if the terminal does not do a ‘Gate In’ in Destin8 yet.

✓ As per 14-12 our process for GB exports changes and will include Destin8, so it will include ‘Gate In’s’ for the terminals and 
therefore the EXS requires to be standard and not arrived. 



Frequently asked questions II

How do I know if the EXS has been completed?

✓ As a haulier without a Destin8 account you won’t be able to see this. We as Stena Line and parties with a Destin8 badge will be 
able to see in Destin8 that the EXS has been done with the message ‘Declaration Submitted’.

Do I need to fill in a DUCR or an MUCR?

✓ A DUCR is used for a full/single load where the consignment has a customs status other than RP. For Empty & Return packaging 
movements it is used if the EXS is done by the haulier. 

✓ The MUCR is used for groupage shipments with at least one consignment with a customs status other than RP. It covers all DUCR’s 
of the consignments.

✓ The UCR’s are processed by a customs agent in CHIEF. 

✓ For ATA/TIR Carnets and post and parcels, you will not have to fill in a DUCR/MUCR. You can use ‘NOEXS’ instead of the UCR and 
no declaration is required. 



Frequently asked questions III

When do I fill in the DUCR/MUCR?

✓ It does not matter whether you fill in the DUCR/MUCR before or after you fill in the ENS as long as it is filled-in before check-in. 
You cannot check-in a unit without the UCR. 

When I fill in a DUCR/MUCR for loaded trailers, will I receive a confirmation that it has been processed correctly?

✓ No, you won’t receive a confirmation from Stena Line. Nevertheless, you will be able to see if the DUCR/MUCR format is valid as a 
unit cannot check-in with an invalid DUCR/MUCR. Note that we validate that it ‘looks like’ a real DUCR or MUCR. We do not check 
if it really exists in CHIEF. In Destin8 you will be able to see with a badge if a load authority and a P2P (Permission to Proceed) has 
been processed.

What does it mean when there is an orange exclamation mark for the DUCR/MUCR field in the freight portal?

✓ For this field the system checks whether or not a UCR has been filled in and the orange exclamation mark indicates that the 
DUCR/MUCR has not yet been uploaded. 

✓ However, the system does not check if the shipment is Empty or consists of Return Empty Packaging. If you hover your cursor 
above the exclamation mark you will see that the unit is ready for check-in only if it is Empty or contains Return Empty Packaging. 
This means that for these movements the exclamation mark will remain orange. 



Frequently asked questions IV

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-trade-tariff-exports/uk-trade-tariff-exports#unique-consignment-reference-ucr-numbers

For full explanation of the MUCR or DUCR please find the information via this link.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-trade-tariff-exports/uk-trade-tariff-exports#unique-consignment-reference-ucr-numbers


In anticipation of Stena Line going inventory linked 
Eastbound, CustomsLink can support you with the 
MUCR’s. 

Available to Stena Line customers MUCR service for a 
fee of £10.00 after a one off registration fee of £50.00 

https://www.customs-link.com/

help@customs-link.com

CustomsLink can support you!

https://www.customs-link.com/
mailto:help@customs-link.com


(Initial information Westbound)

Change in bookings  procedure

All North Sea Sailings
departing from NL to GB

as from 01 January 2022



As from the 1st of January 2022* our customers can make use of the possibility use the temporary storage 
model or to use the GVMS system to prelodge the declaration for NL Ports to GB on the North Sea

✓ Driver accompanied Must always go via GVMS (Prelodged) 

✓ Transits Unaccompanied or Accompanied Must always go via GVMS (Prelodged)

✓ Unaccompanied Option: a) GVMS (Prelodged)* or b) Temporary Storage*

*For unaccompanied units as from 1St January is still not determined. 
The final date is to be confirmed.

To steer booking structure, 
we need the UK Customs 
Procedure

Please note that the GMR 
or ENS must be inserted 
before arrival at check in!

Sea Area Route(s) UK customs procedure Import ID Additional for Export Additional for Import

NL to GB Transit, Office of Transit (driver accompanied & unaccompanied) GMR MED via Portbase

NL to GB Transit, Office of Destination (driver accompanied & unaccompanied) GMR MED via Portbase

NL to GB Driver accompanied, imports on prelodgement & empty GMR MED via Portbase

NL to GB Unaccompanied, imports on temporary storage & empty Confirm ENS MED via Portbase

NL to GB Unaccompanied, imports on prelodgement & empty* GMR MED via Portbase * startdate subject to readiness MCP

North Sea



4 different UK Customs procedures

Source:

Customer should choose from one of the 
4 different UK Customs procedures 

(unit level) prior to check-in

GMR or ENS must be added 
prior check-in



ENS NL-GB page

Sender + Receiver
GB EORI (optional) or option Name/Address

Goods information
Package type and number of packages
Goods description (English)
Gross Weight

Nominated agent (optional): Destin8 3-letter badge 
code for nominated Customs agent that needs to 

release this consignment with an import declaration)



We hope this information was useful.

Please follow actual updates on

https://www.stenalinefreight.com/news/category/brexit

https://www.stenalinefreight.com/news/category/brexit/

